
"The General Assembly and the members of the United Nations
should also be informed of the deliberations which have taken place in the
Security Council with regard to atomic energy

. They ahould have an
opportunity of studying for themselves the proposals which have been put
forward for the international control of atomic energy so that they may
review, and so that the General Aasembly may judge, the attitudes taken in
regard to these proposals by each member of the Atomic Energy Commission .

„Those of us who have worked out in good faith the proposals
whioh are contained in the majority report will thue be enabled to test our
comolusions in the wider forum of the General ABeembly and, despite a natural
df.eappoint*.pt with the rentirks which have just been made by the
repreaentatives of the IISSR and the Ukrainian SSR, I still hope that, given
time between now and the meeting of the General Assembly for further
reflection on the essentials of the problem, they will come to appreciat e
the sincerity and the convictions of those who framed the majority proposals,
and that they will oome also to recognise that their oonolusions are
iaesoapable

. Thug, in the General Assembly we shall endéavour to find a
be.dia on which the work of the Atomic E~hergy Commission may be resumed and
which will ultimately lead to agreement on this matter which, I think, everyone
is convinced is eaaential for the continued peaQe and well-being of theworld",

The three reports of the Atomic Energy Commission are before the
General Aesembly and have been referred to this Committee ,

I should 1ike firet to say a word about the significance ofstead.o energy as a Weapon for war, It will be recalled that three years ago
brre atomio bombe fell upon Japana More than 115,000 people .were killed andanother 110,000 injureà, There tNro bombs were delivered by two aircraftwith amall erews, packed an explosive concentration equal to ever 40,000 tona
of TNT, which is a concentration of energy which a short time before would
bavv, required fer ~elivery at the target at least 10,000 aircraft and perhaps
S orew of 100,000, Thus, by the introduction of the atomic bomb, even in
its elementary model, the power of the greatest individual weapon previously
available was multiplied by a factor of several thousands ; and tremendous as
wag thi$ achievement, and terrifying as was the re8ult, it is well to remember
that under the conditions then existing only a relQtively small part of the
nuclear energy pregent in the active material et the bomb was released in
the explosion,

In the intervening years these atomio weapona in a number of
new forms have been the subject of intensive researoh made possible by large
resourcee and carried forward by persons who had previously become skilled
in the wrt. Zt ie knowrt thst as a oonsequence the efficiency of the
explosion can be very substantially improved, and it may well be that the
poasibilitiea in this oonneoti .on may be represented by a shift of the decimal
point .

Also, as regards ma terials it is well known that new sources
have beoome available, It is not too much to say, therefore, that the United
Nations in seekiAg methods and means of controlling atomic energy is dealing
with eoMething which, if it la not controlled and if it ahould be used, may
well bring an end to civilisation as we know it, And for the first time in
the history of the world the mean$ for the utter destruction of a current
•ivilization are preaen~i ,

It was with a deep realitation of the application of atomie
energy to war as well as of the peaceful •oonomio possibilities, that scientieta
and military men and stateamen, even before Hiroshima, started thinking of this
problem which had been ereated ati which oan only be solved in terms of
international agreement,
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